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MONEY MATTERS

FINANCING
During

U N C E R TA I N
TIMES
The guidelines change when money is tight. If you’re planning
to sell or upgrade your center, here’s what you need to know.
BY KEN PATON

S

ecuring good financing for a
bank made that was 50% of the
new bowling borrower will need to
bowling center can be tough in a
purchase price, which is typically a
be much stronger than before the
normal economy, but during or after
very safe loan. This loan was made
pandemic to get a loan.
a recession, it can be nearly imposright before the last recession for a
A bank is a business like any other
sible. Banks use the same credit
conventional suburban office buildin that it needs to generate income
criteria in good times and bad but
ing. During the recession, real estate
from its assets — in this case, from its
get more conservative when there
prices declined to the point that
deposits and loans — to stay in busiare uncertainties. In good times
when the bank sold its collateral, it
ness. Its challenge comes if a borrowthese uncertainties might include a
had a loss. After two years the proper cannot pay back a loan on time. A
request from a start-up, money to
erty sold for less than half of what it
loan default limits the bank’s ability
expand a business, or for the
had originally. In addition to the loss
to pay its depositors’ interest paypurchase of a turnaround.
ments or return their deposits,
Recessions typically pop up
and can tie up personnel and
without a lot of warning and
Since cash flow is the way banks incur attorney fees to resolve
don’t always follow the same
the default.
collect payments, they study a
pattern, so bank decision makers
Since cash flow is the way
can get more cautious in
that banks collect payments,
borrower’s income statement
approving loans until they are
they study a borrower’s income
carefully to calculate cash flow. statement carefully to calculate
comfortable that a recession
is over.
cash flow.
To mitigate uncertainties, the
Cash flow is defined as the
bank may ask for a larger down payof principal and interest, the bank
“bottom line” after all normal operatment, require a lower loan to value,
also incurred extensive legal fees and
ing expenses are paid before interest,
or be reluctant to use a special-purbroker commissions to liquidate the
depreciation, amortization and onepose building such as a bowling cencollateral.
time expenses that are not repeated
ter as collateral. Even with a larger
These types of transactions make
on a regular basis. For example,
down payment or stronger collateral,
banks more cautious about the next
attorney fees for litigating a problem
banks look for strong historic cash
loan to a borrower in the same induswould be added back but new pins
flow and assurance that the business
try or with similar collateral. Since
and house balls that are purchased
will continue to be strong enough in
many banks had to defer payments or
every few years would not.
the future to make the payments.
otherwise make allowances for their
One lender told me of a loan his
bowling borrowers due to COVID, a
(continued on page 80)
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ask for 1.30 or more if the collateral
is special purpose or if the center is
relatively new or changing ownership. An expansion loan that can
demonstrate an increase in revenue
and cash flow through adding to the
building or buying new equipment
may be satisfied with a 1.00 debt
cover on historical cash flow if there
are projections that support higher
cash flow in the future.
If the historic cash flow doesn’t
provide a 1.25 debt cover, the bank
will normally ask for a business plan
that outlines the expected increase
in revenue and cash flow from the
loan. It should include the use of the

few bowling proprietors have confessed to me that they don’t report
all revenue on their tax returns.
Currently, banks are requiring
Although it might save them taxes, it
three or four months of similar revecosts when the time comes to secure
nue and cash flow to the same period
financing. On one transaction, the
in 2019 and 1.25 or better cash flow
buyer and seller agreed on the value
for the months used in the analysis.
of the center based on their industry
Centers that were able to reopen in
experience, but the seller did not reMay 2020 often find their cash flow
port all of the income. The bank used
adequate to meet their bank’s needs.
the tax returns to calculate cash flow
Most centers that were not able to
and could not provide the financing
open until May 2021 haven’t had
due to low cash flow. In addition, the
enough time to document adequate
appraisal came in low based on the
cash flow.
reported cash flow. The closing was
A borrower can duplicate the
delayed six months until the next tax
bank’s analysis by using a year-end
return could be completed with all of
business tax return’s
the revenue shown.
taxable income line as a
Although it may seem
starting point. Add the
like
underwriting a loan is
A proprietor should attend Chamber of
depreciation, interest and
more math than anything
Commerce or Rotary Club meetings not else, a loan that might
amortization expenses to
the taxable income and
only to help with marketing their center, otherwise be considered
then look for one-time
to be marginal or even debut also to meet bankers and allow them clined may get approved
expenses. Banks will put
the business tax return
to become familiar with your business. based on the reputadata into a spreadsheet
tion of the borrower. A
with three years side
proprietor should attend
by side. Looking at each line item
proposed loans along with a descripChamber of Commerce or Rotary
expense compared to the previous
tion of the business, the market, the
Club meetings not only to help with
years often will identify one expense
competition and what issues manmarketing their center, but also to
that is unusually large or small and
agement will face in achieving the
meet bankers and allow them to
needs investigation. Rent is normally
goals.
become familiar with your business.
added back if the building is owned
The key to a successful plan is to
For those that have kids who attend
by the principals of the center.
remember that most bankers don’t
birthday parties or that actually bowl
The bank also will ask for a debt
understand the bowling business.
themselves, the center may be familschedule, which is a list of the various
One client told me he had presented
iar even if the business model is not.
term debts and credit cards that the
his plan to several banks without any
Bankers that are not familiar with
center owes. It should have the name
luck. I asked if he had described how
bowling or the center may overlook
of the creditor, the original date of
large his league prize fund was in the
important information to present to
the loan, the original amount borspring, but he hadn’t. He went back
underwriting.
rowed, the maturity date, the current
with that information and all three
Proprietors who have not develamount owed, the monthly payment,
banks made him an offer based on
oped a banking relationship, or for
the interest rate, the collateral, and
getting the deposit of the prize funds.
whom a loan has been declined,
the status (current or past due). This
I’ve had numerous experienced
could leverage an attorney, CPA or
enables the bank to see the impact
bankers tell me that they need to
loan broker’s relationship with a new
of refinancing the current debts or
set aside funds for replacing wornbank to open the door.
making a new loan.
out bowling equipment only to be
In normal times, banks want to see
completely surprised to find that
Ken Paton is a financial adviser
a 1.25 debt cover, which means that
bowling equipment lasts longer than
to the bowling industry. He can be
there is $1.25 of cash flow for each $1
five years.
reached at 503-645-5630, or via his
of loan payments. Some banks will
It should go without saying, but a
website: kenpaton.com.
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